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Entertainment & Promotional Features

ETHNIC WEAR WITH
A MODERNTWIST

Designer Joy Mitra showcases a perfect melange of East meets West
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he electrifying party of
HT City Club Fashion
Nights 2019 that took
place at Privee’, Shangri-la’s
Eros Hotel, was indeed an
affair to remember.
The revelry was packed
with oodles of glamour and
city’s stylish guests dressed to
sartorial perfection. The party
regulars were seen having a
gala time as they indulged in
lip-smacking delicacies, edgy
drinks, and grooved to the
rhythmic psychedelic tunes
played by the DJ.
Among those spotted at the
grand celebrations were
topliners from the party
circuit Ankur Bhasin,
Kashif Farooq and Sahil
Bajaj, among others.
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Sanchita Kalra
ave you ever seen a
fashion show taking
place at a nightclub?
Well, at the final edition
of HT City Club Fashion
Nights 2019 that took place
at Privee’, Shangri-la’s Eros
Hotel, it was all that and
more.
Designer Joy Mitra
showcased his collection that
included a variety of fusion
ensembles — ranging from
anarkalis, skirts with jackets,
pleated pants for women, and
kurta pajamas and sherwani
for men. It was a riot of
colours with attires in dark
hues such as maroons,
yellows, black, to soothing
whites and pinks.
Talking about the

H

collection, the designer said,
“The garments are born out of
the Indian aesthetic; there’s
the use of Indian embroidery
and Indian textiles such as
silks, chanderi and cotton,
which is combined with a lot
of intricate hand embroidery,
giving it a modern twist and
tadka.”
n

sanchita.kalra@htlive.com

A model poses in an anarkali
kurta with jacket
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HAIR AND MAKEUP: Naina

Arora

A model showcasing a sherwani
from Joy Mitra’s collection

(Above and right) Models
showcasing fusion dresses

SHOW DIRECTOR: Lokesh

Sharma

Make a style statement with this collection Appreciating and recognising
A
hardwork and efforts
At the recently
concluded HT City
Club Fashion Nights
2019, Cantabil, the brand
known for its well-tailored
ensembles, presented the
collection titled CROZO S/S
19 for both men and women.
Deepak Bansal,
managing director,
Cantabil, says, “This is a
versatile direction that is
relevant across
demographics and markets

to appeal each one of you.”
The menswear collection
presents luxury basics in
light fabrics such as terry
rayons, linens, twills, drills,
and in designs such as
structured dobby,
windowpane checks, glen
checks, etc. Tonal shades as
well as contrasting hues
such as mustard, brick red,
cobalt blue, beige, wine,
steel grey have been used,
that breathe a new life into

classic looks. The collection
features three-piece suits in
double-breasted jacquards,
suits paired with statement
shirting in plains and
dobbys, with wovens cut
from finest fabrics and
traditional pattern.
The womenswear
collection showcases a range
of free-flowing maxi dresses,
long dresses with cinched
waists, off-shoulder floral
short dresses, cut-shoulder

body con dresses. Boho and
tropical perennial prints are
explored in the collection.
Bansal adds, “There are
also polo and round neck
tees coming up with a vast
range, both in terms of
nature-inspired colours and
fresh details.”
HTC

A model walks the ramp in a
dhoti-kurta

PICTURE OF THE DAY
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Deepak Bansal,
managing director,
Cantabil

The collection features a wide range of ensembles that are perfect for both for
women and men

Vandana Krishna received a token of appreciation from singer-actor Millind Gaba, for
being the real force behind the scenes of each HT City Club Fashion Night in orchestrating
an amazing show for the audience. A sparkling salute by Rajnigandha Pearls who believes
in ‘Achchai ki ek alag chamak hoti hai’

A model showcases Rajnigandha Pearls,
flavoured cardamom seeds, at the HT City
Club Fashion Nights 2018 held in the Capital
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